MyRxConsultant
MyRxConsultant™ is a decision-support tool for payer organizations, healthcare
brokers, health plans, and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) that enables near
real-time claims experience reporting of pharmaceutical claims. The tool processes
user-provided pharmacy claims data to generate pharmacy benefit costs and
experience reports on demand, allowing the comparison of contracted discount
rates and savings. By providing detailed reports, MyRxConsultant empowers users to
make evidence-based decisions and reduce costs without having to invest in staff or
other outside consultants to manage their pharmacy claims data.
MyRxConsultant provides the following
pharmacy benefit costs and experience reports:
Summary
 Provides summary of experience including ingredient costs, AWP,
and AWP discounts for common formulary tiers
Ingredient cost
 Provides indicator of contract performance through comparison of
actual ingredient costs with discounted AWP from the contract
Experience totals
 Provides detailed summary of experience on a total aggregate
cost and per-member-per-month (PMPM) basis, with splits by
product type and distribution channel
Top drugs by count
 Provides top 50 products by number of claims with
experience details
Top drugs by total plan cost
 Provides top 50 products by plan paid amount with
experience details
Top therapeutic classes by count
 Provides top 50 therapeutic classes by number of claims with
experience details
Top therapeutic classes by total plan cost
 Provides top 50 therapeutic classes by plan paid amount with
experience details
Top prescribers by total plan cost
 Provides top 50 prescribers by total plan paid amount with
experience details
Top patients by total plan cost
 Provides top 50 patients by total plan paid amount with
experience details
Top pharmacies by total plan cost
 Provides top 50 pharmacies by total plan paid amount with
experience details
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INSTANT, EASY-TO-USE ACCESS
MyRxConsultant is an intuitive, easy-to-use web-based tool that
allows the access of detailed insight on pharmaceutical claims
anytime, anywhere. The product allows the secure upload of
pharmacy claims experience data with an automated production
of the management reports listed in the table above. Users can
run pharmacy experience reporting without the need for detailed
knowledge in database management and programing because
MyRxConsultant will process the data for them.
COST SAVINGS POWERED BY EVIDENCE
The automatically generated and detailed reports improve decision
making and auditing by providing experience-based reports, allowing
the comparison of contracted discount rates and highlighting the
highest cost prescriptions, patients, prescribers, and pharmacies.
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